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Licensing technology may provide a low-risk way to capitalize on IP assets. Due to the
high cost of manufacture and the comparatively small investment of a licensing program,
many of the risks that a company would face in exploiting its IP can be transferred to the
licensee. Depending upon the exclusivity of the license, there are varying degrees of risk
involved for the licensee and licensor. However, an effective license strategy will
minimize risk for both parties. Before a company considers licensing its technology,
however, it should consider whether other ways of taking advantage of its property would
better complement its economic position. In deciding how to most profitably mobilize IP,
a company should consider a wide range of options such as :
New Venture : If the product and the supporting business-structure exist in the
company, though the risks are high, beginning a new venture of developing, marketing,
and selling a product provides an opportunity for the highest reward for the intellectual
property.
Acquisition : Buying a new company is less risky than starting a new venture because
much of the costly development has been completed and the infrastructure for a
successful production line is in place.
Strategic Alliance : If two companies share mutual interests, it may be necessary for
both to consider forming an alliance that would enable profit-sharing. Through an
alliance, firms may either use each other's manufacturing skills to take complete
advantage of a market, or one company may agree to market and sell products
manufactured by another company.
Joint Venture : When two companies have more than a few ideas in common, they
may wish to consider forming a third company as a joint venture. If the skills and
resources of the participants are particularly complimentary and both sides are willing to
diplomatically deal with the risks, rewards and operation of the company, then this is
certainly an appealing option.
However, once licensing is decided upon, the nature of the company as well as the
particular property it wishes to utilize should be carefully considered before deciding the
architecture of the license.

